E-WERK Luckenwalde was built in 1913 as a coal power station.

Located just under an hour south of Berlin, this Denkmal building encompasses four floors and a vast outdoor space with a total area of over 10,000 m². For over 60 years the power station produced and supplied coal-powered energy to the city of Luckenwalde and beyond. Under extreme political upheaval, after the Berlin Wall fell in 1989, E-WERK ceased producing power and closed. Since 2019 each floor has been tailored to the energy and art programme, founded by Performance Electrics. E-WERK has a pioneering ecological and economic model, producing and supplying renewable electricity Kunststrom (art power) to the building and national grid. As a not-for-profit institution, E-WERK reinvests all revenue from energy production into its contemporary art programme.

Venue Hire

E-WERK Luckenwalde is a vibrant event venue and shoot location which encourages discussions and engages with current topics addressing energy and contemporary art. As a marvel of 20th century architecture and a forum for cultural exchange, E-WERK is available for corporate or private events, photo and film shoot hire. With a cutting edge contemporary art programme and fully equipped production workshops, E-WERK is a dynamic location infused with energy and creativity. We would like to offer your guests the opportunity to experience the exhibitions during hosted events - entirely powered by Kunststrom. Special guided tours of the exhibitions and energy programme can also be arranged upon request.

Each area can be hired individually or together for a package price. To make a booking or enquiry please email info@kunststrom.com.
Turbine Hall

The Turbine Hall is an outstanding location, encompassing 350 m² with ceiling heights of over 8m. The room can be equipped with video, audio and light technology and can accommodate up to 700 people. Previously, the room has been used for symposiums, concerts, award ceremonies and afterparties. The Turbine Hall has large goods access up to 2.2m high x 1.5m wide.

Turbine Hall fixed seating: Max. 200* people

Turbine Hall standing: Max. 700* people
Galleries

Two state of the art gallery spaces, encompassing over 130 m², are available for private hire. Your guests will be invited to meet in one or both of the sun-lit rooms. The galleries can be hired surrounded by inspiring contemporary art or empty, during quieter programming months.

Galleries fixed seating: Max. 30* people per gallery

Galleries standing: Max. 60* people per gallery
FLUXDOME

FLUXDOME is a bespoke large-scale geodesic sculptural dome fitted with Kunststrom electricity to host the institution's outdoor events and associated public programme. The multifunctional space is ideal for gatherings from spring to autumn.

FLUXDOME standing: 500
TRAFO

TRAFO is a well equipped outdoor kitchen housed within the former transformation building, available for use from April–October. Situated nearby are large tables designed by artist Samuel Triendl as functional sculptures, along with a roof terrace overlooking the E-WERK gardens. Catering can be arranged for an extra fee.
E-WERK Luckenwalde
Kraftwerk & Kunzentrum

Venue Hire

Location Hire

E-WERK can provide a unique backdrop for film and photoshoots, with plenty of natural light and blackout solutions available on request.

Technical

We work with several Berlin based events production companies who know the E-WERK site well and provide a comprehensive service.

Amenities and access

There is a fully-equipped kitchen on site for your use and we can also suggest catering solutions. We regret that, for the moment, there is no step-free access to the indoor spaces, but our outdoor spaces are fully accessible with a disabled toilet in our outdoor kitchen TRAFO

*COVID-19 regulations at the time of event must be observed.